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2. Why do we care about corruption?

1. Funds lost (whether aid or any other)
2. Targets, outcomes, impacts, missed
3. Leaking budgets perpetuate systemic corruption, bad politics, and ‘global bads’

Goal 4: Education
3. Evidence based, politically informed, anti corruption

1. Evidence based, not values based
2. Politically informed
3. Technical and political approaches

Goal 15: Planting Trees
...political lenses blurred? ...technical focus lacking depth?
try new poltechs-rayspecs
see real-world problems in amazing 4D!
4. Anti corruption and Financing for Development

- How much of your SDG budget do you spend on anti-corruption?
- How much should you spend?

1. Funds lost (whether aid or any other)

2. Targets, outcomes, impacts, missed

3. Leaking budgets perpetuate systemic corruption, bad politics, and ‘global bads’

- IFFs - Financing for anti-development
Thank you. And thank you to U4’s funding partners